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claire delap()
 
I am a 38 year old woman and had my fair share of ups and downs in life but
then i guess we have all been there at some point in our lives.I am now verging
on the near side of the big 40 and looking forward to what life has to offer me.
 
Im happy to say my life is moving forward for a long time i did not know who i
was now after taking time out and taking a look at myself i like the person i am.
My favourite saying is ' I am Who I am ' people should take people for who they
are not what they can do. I think i am a well respected person and have helped
out people where i can i do this because i care.
all my poetry is from the heart and has helped me thro some personal problems
too i hope that the people who venture on to this site enjoy what i have wrote
and have an understanding of what has been wrote. A little bit of an updat i am
now 11 days off being 41 and i thought my life had begun at the age of 40 only it
didnt but it is now i have a great future ahead of me i am attending college doing
maths at the moment and hopefully in september of this year i will be attending
an access to nursing course which will then take me on to university. never
thought in a million years i would go back to schooling but it is the way forward
in my life.. I am also pleased to say i have happiness in my personal life i met
and fell in love with a great man and maybe later on this year we will be tying
the knot if not then definately next year cant wait to for this day to happen. My
life was empty before i met him now i would like to say he has given me a new
outlook on life and within in my self thankyou harry i love you more than words
can say.
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A Heart Felt Meaning
 
A heart felt meaning touched me today
And angel walked on by
They told me my heart was still alive
With a feeling that would never die
This feeling is called LOVE you know
She whispered that in my ear
Spread the word out all over the world
And to everyone you hold dear
 
claire delap
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Across The Ocean
 
Across the ocean i did travel
and want to travel back
to who knows where
and to who knows what
but to someone whos heart is warm
and can restore the flame that died
to open arms and a loving life
i have to believe that this is right
to give up my heart for you
for someone else to cherish for life.
 
claire delap
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Alcohol
 
Alcohol can make you giggle
it makes you tipsy too
it can bring out aggression
so drinking alcohol was something you shouldnt do
something inside took over
the devil came to play
he made you turn real nasty
and you hurt anything that was in your way
you didnt give a damn
about the nasty things you would say
and the devil came out more
as you kept drinking the night away
 
claire delap
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Always Say I Love You
 
always say i love you
cos you really know its there
always talk about a feeling
cos you always no i always care
 
always hold my hand
cos you will never break my heart
always look into my eyes
because i know you will never lie
 
always say hello to me
because i know it will never be goodbye
if always is forever
then i know were worth a try
 
wrote by
 
claire delap
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Baby Turn Back Time (My Song)
 
Baby turn back the time
When you gave me something new
You gave me a life to live for
This was all totally brand new
Our lives were just beginning
And our hearts they were entwined
So where did it  all go wrong
 
Give me back the feeling
Don’t let it go
Take my hand
And please just hold me close
 
When did you decide
To give up on me
Was it something that I said or did
That you decided your love for me had failed
I gave you all my heart and soul
I brought you into my world
And now your walking out on me
 
Chorus
 
So baby look behind you
As you walk out of my life
Turn and see the tears I cry
You’ve left me feeling lonely
You’ve left me feeling cold
I guess I didn’t know you at all
 
 
 
 
	
 
claire delap
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Conversations
 
I now know that we were both wrong
we were not guardian angels of each others soul
your lies became your game of chess
and i was the pawn
i now know the miles i travelled to get to you out there
are nothing more than worthless days of despair
soon i will be going home and my life will begin again
you lost out on something special
you never gave us a chance
someone you could of held near
but one day you will look back and think about how your life was wrong
and change it for the better
before hearts and lives are destroyed
 
claire delap
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Conversations We Had
 
I sit and think about the conversation's that we have had
And thought we were getting on and that we were
Starting to make plans
But guess I was being doubted thro all the things I had said
We lived in different parts of the world and the distance it is great
But time and distance have no boundaries but I guess we both did
I thought we were both fighters but maybe we got it wrong
I thought we were guardian angels of each others souls
I wonder if we were meant to be together
In this world or the next
But I guess only time will tell let the history be the rest
i know now that we were both wrong
we were not the guardian angels of each others souls
your lies became your game of chess
i was the pawn
i now know the miles i traveled to get to you out there
are nothing more than worthless days of despair
soon i will be going home and my life it will begin
you lost out on something special someone you could hold near
but one day you will have to think about how your life is wrong
and change it for the better before hearts and lives are destroyed.
 
claire delap
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Despair/Suicide
 
When you feel so lost and lonely
and the world feels like despair
and there is no one to talk to
your hell is out there
the darkness of that tunnel
goes on for miles and miles
no golden flickers of light
only more and more despair
that feeling just creeps over you
it gains more power and strength
as you reach out for the tablets
taking one with each dark step
before you know it there all gone
how many did you take?
what the hell i dont care! !
theres no one to listen to you anyways
my life has been a misery
for oh so many years
it never seems to get better
just more and more despair
you lay down on a dark cold path
just waiting for to die
you can feel the drugs take over
with each and every sigh
your heart is getting weaker
the beats are slowing down
and you cant cry for help
you cant even make a sound
so as you lay there in the cold and dark
your breath is very shallow
your eyes will close for ever now
and you will find your peace out there.
 
claire delap
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Dream
 
Carry me home
I can feel the winds change
Carry me home
To the land far away
Take me to the place of my dreams
Carry my dreams to
Those close at heart
Carry the sounds of my fast beating heart
Sleep all the days
Til you know i am near
Smell the sweet scent
As i lay next to you
Open your eyes for im not a dream
I am here now and forever please know i am real
 
claire delap
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First Christmas
 
 
The air is full of mystery
The snow lying on the ground
The cold and bitter winds blow outside
But the warmth of our Love is all around
Our First Christmas Together
What a Wonderful Day it will be
Waking up early
To see if Santa has left any presents under the tree
Our First Christmas Together
Will be a day all of its own
And photos will be taken
To cherish our Memories even more
 
	
 
claire delap
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Goodby For Now
 
You have been in my life
for a few months now
and you have really touched my heart
saying goodbye to you
will be one of the hardest things that i will of done
i hope and pray it wont be long
before i see you again
my life is lost without you by my side
so all i have to give
is a heart so filled with love
your my knight in shining armour
your the person that brings me life
my heart is yours forever
i pray it stays that way
 
claire delap
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Grandad
 
Grandad  you were the man in my life
But your life was cut so short
I was a mere 8 years old
When you passed away
My world it did fall apart
I wanted to go with the family
And stand at your grave and weep
But i was told i was far too young
And would'nt understand it anyways
I loved you grandad
As i still love you now
I hope that you looking down on me
I have made you so very proud
My sons would of loved you
As you would of loved them
I hope that in your world above
I'm still the apple of your eye
 
Love you grandad
 
claire delap
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Grandma
 
Grandma you are always there for me
You have been from the start
You are the one that always cares
And grandma I love you from the bottom of my heart
I know you’re getting older
But you never forget to call
My heart will always be with you
I know you’re not always going to be around
So let’s just enjoy the time we have together
And I will do my weeping when you are gone
 
All my love grandma
 
claire delap
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Helping Angels
 
People help people
some in such amazing ways
i didnt think that there could be a room in someones heart for me.
I still hold back the tears
and i will put up the fight
but i wont struggle alone
for i have you by myside
i will build up my health
and gain self esteem
and i will never forget the angels you sent
And the friendship that was standing infront of me.
 
claire delap
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I Will
 
We are so far away
one day soon i will be with you
i will open up my heart
i will show you my love
i will give my life for you
i will give my soul
i will cherish you
i will love you
i will give you faith and happiness
i will comfort you
and this i do because i love you.
 
claire delap
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If
 
if i told you i loved you..would you feel the same
if i was crying in your arms..would you comfort me
if i was ill..would you care for me
if i was broken hearted..would you try and mend it
if i was scared..would you stay by my side
if the love faded...would you let me down gently
if i walked away..would you come and look for me
and if tomorrow never comes would you live for today
because tomorrow comes all to quickly and the things we said and did yesterday
start to fade away
 
claire delap
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Its Late At Night
 
Its late at night
And you’ve had a drink
The signs you send out are wrong
But my feelings for you are not there anymore
They have all gone
My heart belongs to another now
And the distance it is far
But I know what I have found in him
And I keep him in my heart
My heart for you died long ago
You messed my head up so
My heart it broke and split in two
But i've found out what makes it tick
His love for music is divine
His feelings and touch are special too
I love the way he makes me feel
And I hope he always will do
 
claire delap
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Jealousy
 
Jealousy jealousy
it make you green with envy
makes your blood boil deep inside
Jealousy jealousy
can turn you to the darkside
jealousy jealousy
please stay away
for i have seen what it can do to ones heart.
 
claire delap
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Kisses Come With Cuddles
 
Kisses come with cuddles
Or its meant to be that way
A cuddle and a kiss
Will keep the cold away
Opens up the soul within
Ignites the hearts desires
Reaching out to hold each other
A flame that should surely not die
 
claire delap
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Laughing And Smiling
 
Laughing and smiling
is a wonderous thing
and it doesnt take much to do
its just turning up the corners of your mouth
and hence becomes a smile
it can be telling a story
or remembering a joke
so remember when you feel you want to frown
a smile is much better all round.
 
claire delap
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Laughter
 
Laughter laughter
i cant seem to stop
my friend told me a funny thing
and now my belly hurts
laughter laughter
you feel good
and i feel a fantastic glow
i look in the mirror and i can see
laughter your so good for me.
 
claire delap
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Looking Back I Knew There Was No Way Back To
Loving You
 
Looking back now I knew there was no way back to loving you
I could see it in your eyes
You put my love on a rack and now there ain't no going back
You had grown so dark and cold
Your heart it was like ice
And suddenly life wasn’t what I thought it was meant to be
And now I have had to be free
 
Baby you gave me that loving feeling
That I had needed for so long
And now the hands of time have changed and
I must do it on my own
 
I know we will never grow old together
From your distance you made that quite clear
That time together when you were sweet
Turned to cold and ice as a lay at your feet
But time is a healer a teller of souls
No more heartbreak no more of your own goals
I knew I could do it here on my own
And im here to say there aint no more lookin back babe
 
claire delap
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Losing You (Work In Progress)
 
Losing you was something so strange
I lost the feelings you gave
You took away your heart and soul
Your words became so icy cold
Your loving looks became despair
You changed the game right then and there
To one that you thought you could win
 
 
Losing you to something I couldn’t see
Baby you gave me a life that was free
The love we shared is now a memory
 
claire delap
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Love Is
 
LOVE IS JOY
LOVE HURTS
LOVE IS BLIND
LOVE IS A FEELING THAT SHOULD NEVER DIE
LOVE IS A HEARTBEAT
LOVE IS A TOUCH
LOVE IS A TEAR THAT ROLLS DOWN YOUR CHEEK
LOVE IS A SORROW
LOVE IS ALL OF THE ABOVE
LOVE IS THAT PERSON THAT CREEPS INTO YOUR LIFE
BUT BEST OF ALL LOVE IS THE BEST FEELING OF ALL
 
claire delap
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Lying Here In Your Arms
 
Lying here in your arms
I look up to the blue skies above
Could I be dreaming
That you are real
 
I wanna stay here forever
I want to be close to you
I want to lie here for an eternity
Please tell me you want this top
 
I closed my eyes for a moment
I wake up feeling cold
I realised you had gone
And left me on my own
 
I wanted to stay here forever
I wanted to be close to you
I wanted to lie here for an eternity
But you just didn’t want too
 
I thought so long and hard
Of what maybe had gone wrong
I looked into my heart and soul
But all I could ask and think was why
 
Why couldn’t you of stayed here forever
Why couldn’t you of stayed close
Why didn’t you want me for an eternity
Now I guess I will never know
 
claire delap
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Monday Morning Blues
 
I got monday morning blues
as im pulling on my boots
trying to get ready to start my day
but nothing seems to be going right
i really shouldnt of gone out last night
cos today i got monday morning blues
 
Monday blues monday blues
please release me from my day of hell
make it fast not slow
take away these monday morning blues
 
Last night was a heavy session
as im knocking back the beer
shooting some pool with a few good friends of mine
i knew i shouldnt of done it
my head was telling me so
saying boy tomorrow
your gonna have those monday morning blues.
 
Monday blues monday blues
please release me from my day of hell
make it fast not slow
take away these monday morning blues
 
Now im sitting in my office
and everythings so loud
just want to get back home
to my bed to rest my weary head
and hope to god the day will pass
and i get rid of the monday morning blues
 
claire delap
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My Best Friend
 
To my best friend in the world
our paths have always crossed
we have been through so many things
and we have always stayed in touch
from children we have had
to the times that we were sad
for the days i did not know me
you stayed in my life through all of that
and showed me i could be me
your strength i have kept
and always will
you have been there when i thought nobody cared
to my best friend in the world
you mean the world to me.
 
claire delap
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My Feeling And Belonging
 
My feeling and belonging
Of wanting to stay with you
Is something that I would of done
For my heart belonged to you
But now the paths have changed direction
We both have to move on
Thank you for letting me stay here
It’s the first time I have been able to call a house a home
You are still there protecting me
I feel you always will
There will be a special place
Right here in my heart for you
A loving friendship we both have found
No one can take apart
 
claire delap
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My Heart
 
My heart has become whole again
not broken or smashed in two
you repaired and restored my life
this is all so good and new
i love you with all my heart
these feelings will never change
my life and love is with you
today and for always.
 
claire delap
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My Soul
 
Save my soul for it feels pain
take the knife
but dont wound me again
rest you hands upon my heart
make me whole again
you are my soul
take away the pain inside
let me see a sunrise
let me see the light you shine
please stay by myside.
 
claire delap
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My World Feels
 
My world feels like it has come crashing down
My heart inside feels pain
Hurting me was something you
Said you would never do
And it has happened to me again
 
claire delap
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One New Year's Day
 
 
Its late at night as the cold winter winds blow outside
I sit alone in front of the screen watching and waiting for someone to speak
The silence is deafening it’s a real frightening sound
Just me and a pc no one else Is around
Oh wait one moment is that a noise I hear
Oh yes oh silly me my man is asleep with thoughts and dreams running around
in his head
I wonder if the thoughts of today are still wrapped up in there
What started as a fun day ended in tears of a silly word spoken
Oh how the atmosphere changed
A new year a new day so they say
Well turn back the clock and let the day start again
A new years day I wont forget
As the tears still run down my face
 
	
 
claire delap
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One Shot
 
you only get one shot at love
and when bridges are burned there burned
no going backwards
trying to stay focused
move forward in direction
his loss in so many ways
but too much to mention
so just remember
your heart is still alive
and one shot to your heart
will come by again someday.
 
claire delap
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Push
 
Push the button to make me smile
push the button and you will see me cry
push the button and switch me on
push the button for my heart to carry on
sail with me forever until the day i die
watch a sunset come and go
and a sunrise that lights the eyes
look deep within my soul and see the flame that was there all along
it never faded away
so switch off the lights
and turn around and go
because your love is not what i need anymore
 
claire delap
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Shine
 
Shine shine shine a light
for i feel darkness all around
shine shine shine the light
i want to feel and see the sun
shine shine shine the light
the brightness makes me smile
shine this light into my heart
so i feel the warmth and glow
 
claire delap
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Steven And Daniel
 
Steven and Daniel
 
Your journey is a long one
You are off to pastures great and new
Steven and Daniel
I am rally very proud of you
Two young men
In many ways
Find sons you have grown to be
I Love You
With every beat of my heart
And will till my dying day
 
Love Always
Mam
 
claire delap
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Sunshine Faded
 
you brought sunshine into my heart
for a few months of my life
the sunshine faded quickly
when you said i don't want you for my wife
i cried into my pillow
the tears they did flow
i wanted to know what i had done
to make you feel this way
the only answer you gave
was its not you its me
i feel there is a weakness
only you know you can fix
and if that day and time comes
and we have not grown apart
maybe then one day you will
fully give me your heart
 
	
 
claire delap
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The Bridge
 
I see a bridge right over there
will you take my hand and walk with me?
A babbling stream flowing gently
will you take my hand and walk with me?
the peace the tranquility thats over there
will you take my hand and walk with me?
the beauty i see infront of me
you took my hand and you walked with me.
 
claire delap
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The Darkness Of Your Eyes
 
The darkness of your eyes
Lead me to your soul
A dark and entwined
Deep rooted heart
The envy of the world
A lot of pain locked up in there
And still you seem to smile
A smile that could unlock a thousand doors
For happiness for others to find
 
claire delap
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The Day You Walked Into My Life
 
The day you walked into my life
I knew it was forever
Your touch on my skin
The kisses on my lips
The feel of yr warmth
Your tender ways
A caress of magical feeling
Forever my love is here to stay
Within your arms and your heart
 
claire delap
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The Sun Is Shining
 
The sun is shining
The sky is blue
My love for you still rings true
The flowers are blooming
The trees are green
I have a love for you
So very rarely seen
So hold my hand
And keep my heart
We have a connection
We will never part
 
claire delap
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The World Has Become A Cruel Place
 
The world has become a cruel place
as the years and centuries have passed by
wars and death and evil things
became part of everyday life
life should of been much easier
we should all of got along
take time to get to know eachother
and join in worldly song
 
claire delap
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This Time Last Year
 
This time last year
i was counting down
the days
a new life would be starting
in oh so many days
now this time this year
im holding back the tears
the love i thought i was
going to be with
changed in so many ways
so now this time this year
im counting down the days
for my return back home
newcastle the north east always
 
claire delap
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Today Is The Day
 
Today is the day we both say I do
For better for worse
In sickness and in health
For richer for poorer
Till death us do part
A life so enriched with the love that we share
A meaning of longing and wanting to care
A day filled with romance
With friends and family gathered around
Two hearts together we know what we have found
Today is the day we both say I do
And forever and ever
Our hearts will stay true
 
claire delap
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Valentine
 
Valentine Valentine
where could you be?
ive searched the world
and there seems to be no
Valentine for me
maybe if i close my eyes
and wish upon a star
my valentine will be next to me
and hold me in his arms.
 
claire delap
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Violence
 
for anyone whos been there
for anyone whos seen
for anyone that knows what violence can be
its not just about being hit
or pushed around a room
its words spoken abusively
that really opens wounds
its a mental scaring that sticks in your mind
reliving a nightmare and never goes away
the bruising on the skin
eventually heals and fades away
but the memories of what you did are still with me today.
 
claire delap
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We Found Each Other
 
We found each other
In a time that was right
We both brought happiness
Back into darkened lives
The sun shines bright
In these hearts of our
A love that is strong
For we have the power
Weve banished the darkness
and the sunlight appears
our hearts are together
for never to leave
 
claire delap
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We Lie Side By Side
 
We lie side by side
we touch eachother everywhere
the electric running between me and you
the fires are burning the passion is strong
the love making magical
the orgasmic sounds of a song
the heat is intense
the power is great
the electric signals pounding away
the orgasms flow
a feeling so divine
a love not seen very often
the eyes light up
the fires deep red
oh baby i love you
i dont want this night to end.
 
claire delap
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What Did I Do So Wrong
 
What did i do so wrong to you?
Why did you do the things that you do?
Wasnt i enough or all that you needed! ! !
Was i so distant that yr love for me faded?
Was it the chase and all that came with it?
Did they do something that i couldnt do?
Was life more exciting them chatting to you?
Was it a turn? or a game that felt real?
So please tell me now before i give my life up
What did i do so wrong to you?
 
claire delap
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What Is My Life Worth To Me
 
What is my life worth to me
Not very much from what I can see
Once a mother and now they have gone
Once a wife and a girl friend and they didn’t last long
I look out the window and I see around
The people they have all changed
My life was once an open book
The pages were crisp and new
But life has battered the pages
What else is one to do
Life is a sign of living they say
Living is the here and the now
 
claire delap
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What Makes Love So Special
 
what makes love so special
 
i would have say it is you
 
you make my life worth living
 
you make my heart feel alive
 
you make me feel a warmth
 
that i have never known
 
 
 
what makes love so special
 
i have to say its you
 
your touch on my skin
 
your kiss on my lips
 
is the feeling i have needed
 
for so very long
 
 
 
what makes love so special
 
i tell you it is you
 
your kindness
 
your caring ways
 
this is all brand new
 
but you make love so special
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my one and only you
 
claire delap
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What Would You Do For The One That You Love
 
What would you do for the one that you love
Would you fly to the moon?
Would you swim across the sea?
Would you walk to the ends of the earth?
What I would do for the one that i love
Is not fly or swim or walk
I would lay down my life for the love of my life
If one day they asked me to.
But until that day comes
I will fly with my love
I will walk with my love
And i will swim a big ocean
With my one true love.
 
claire delap
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Whats Going Thro My Mind
 
Whats going thro my mind
Would you stop and listen
Or would you run and hide
I have so much to tell you
And im hoping you will stay
For i have a lot to say
From my childhood
Right to the present day 
So if i sit and tell you
Will you promise you will stay
And take the time to listen
And please dont walk away
 
claire delap
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When The Days Seem Long And Weary
 
When the days seem long
And weary
And the nights become to short
And your mind is in a quandary
And your heart doesn't know where it belongs
I am here if you need me
I am here if you want me to be
I am here for you as a lover or a friend
I will be here for as long as you want me to be
I will be your rest for your head to lie on
I will be your comfort when your cold
I will be your sunshine on your down days
I will try to ignite the spark
So remember when your days are long
And the nights are all to short
I will be here to help you thro it all
Just remember it with all your heart
 
claire delap
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When Two Hearts Collide
 
When two hearts collide and they become one
A new life ahead lies lots of adventures
and lots of fun
Finding out each others hearts desires
Searching your souls to ignite the fires
Reaching for each other thro good and thro bad
Longing for a touch we both never had
When two hearts collide and they become one
The meaning of LOVE can be seen by everyone.
 
claire delap
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Who Knew What The World Would Be Like
 
Who knew what the world would be like
Who knew what it would turn out to be
Who knew what deck of cards we were dealt
Who knew which ones were for me
Who knew my life would be so tough
Who knew what age it would start
But who knows the age it will turn around and take me to the top
I knew what the world would be like
I knew it from the start
I knew my life was meant to be this way that’s what I was told
But now I have a new deck of cards and my life is going to be swell
Because only we as people know the secrets of our lives
 
claire delap
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X-Factor
 
My X factor audition
well it did'nt go to plan
but what the hell
simon cowell
i know who i am
this time next year
it could be my turn
and until then i will practise
and always do the best i can.
 
claire delap
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You Came Into My Life
 
You came into my life
in such an amazing way
and babe believe it or not it was planned this way
something in the air told me you were the one
to repair a broken lonely heart
you brought life and light into my heart and soul
my eyes are alive
my heart is loving and warm
im going to be with you forever
until the end of time
and live a life of love with you always by my side
 
claire delap
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You Lied
 
You lied to me and i dont know why
All i asked was for the truth
Be honest with me and dont feel no shame
Because i know what you have done
How i know is of no matter now
But the truth was all i was asking of you
 
claire delap
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